ADVISING WORKSHEET – SOCIOLOGY BS
2014-2015 BULLETIN

NAME: __________________________________________________

USM GPA: ______

Total credit hours including courses in progress: ____/124

Total credit hours from senior institution: ____/62

Total credit hours at the 300/400 level: ____/45

For the classes below, please write in the blank what semester you took the course and received a passing grade. If you haven’t taken it, you can write when you plan to take it. If there are several choices, circle or write in the one you took.

GEC 01 (6 hr)
   _______ENG 101
   _______ENG 102

GEC 02 (11 hr)
   _______MAT 100, MAT 101 or higher-level MAT
   _______Lab science 1
   _______Lab science 2

GEC 03 (9 hr)
   _______ENG 203
   Select 2, 1 HIS required:
   _______HIS 101
   _______HIS 102
   _______PHI 151
   _______PHI 171
   _______REL 131

GEC 04 (3 hr)
   _______ART 130, DAN 130, MUS 165, or THE 100

GEC 05 (6 hr)
   Select 2:
   _______ANT 101
   _______COH 100
   _______ECO 101
   _______GY 101
   _______PS 101
   _______PSY 110
   _______SOC 101* satisfies both GEC and major req.

GEC 06/07
   _______SOC 462 (WI)(prereq ENG 101, 102)

GEC 08 (3 hr)
   _______CMS 111, 305, 320, or 330

Major: Sociology
   _______SOC 101
   _______Select 1: SOC 460, PSY 360 or BA 201
   _______SOC 462 (WI)(prereq ENG 101, 102)
   _______SOC 482
   _______SOC 401 (capstone)

Plus 18 hrs SOC electives
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC
   _______Elective in SOC

Minor: __________________________ (18-21 hr)
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class
   _______Minor class

1 ACT 20+ take ENG 101 their 1st term. ACT 17-19 take ENG 100E and ENG 101 next term. ACT below that co-enroll in ENG 99E and 100E term 1 and ENG 101 term 2

2 ACT 19 math subtest or lower take MAT 99 first. ACT 24+ sub-score may enter MAT 102, 114, 128 directly. ACT sub-score 24-25 may enter MAT 103. ACT sub-score 26+ may enter MAT 167.

3 BSC 103/L cannot be taken in combination with BSC 110/L or BSC 111/L to meet GEC 02 requirements. All science lectures must match labs.